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Edward Anderson was a brilliant story-teller who had painted a picture of restless life 
of lower class during the Great Depression. His second and last published novel 
Thieves Like Us is a classic portrait of small-time Depression era bank robbery. There 
are twenty-five chapters of this novel, with chapter six to chapter ten telling what 
happened when the three protagonists robbed banks. All that the readers want to know 
about them can be found in the five chapters, including their life background, the 
motivation of robbing the banks, and their love and feelings.  
The translation of these chapters is a journey of feeling –to feel the personality of 
the three thieves, the life of the lower class group and also the writer’s talent in 
mastering the story. Interesting topics show up during the process of the language and 
culture transformation, for example, American slang (old-fashioned), informal talks. 
This thesis will analyze the language used in the chapters that exactly reflects people’s 
real life and culture with distinguished features during the period after the World War 
II.  
Thieves Like Us is classified as pulp fiction and it’s rather new academic study 
for the American literature study and English to Chinese translation.  
The thesis includes four chapters. Chapter one is a brief introduction of the writer, 
the novel and the stages of the translation. Chapter two is the source text of chapter 
five to chapter ten and their Chinese translation. Chapter three is an analysis of 
problems during translating and the strategies for the solution. Chapter three is very 
important because it shows the comprehension of the translator to the novel and her 
pain-taking decisions to achieve the goal of smooth reading for the target language 
readers. Chapter four is a concise conclusion of the whole thesis. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
 1
Chapter 1  Introduction 
1.1 The Uniqueness of Thieves Like Us 
1.1.1 Edward Anderson and Thieves Like Us 
Born in Weatherford, Texas, Edward Anderson grew up in various towns in that state 
and in Oklahoma. He began working for newspaper as a teenager and by the time he 
was 25 he had held jobs on about two dozen papers around the Southwest. For a time 
he settled down at his parents ’ house in Abilene, Texas, where neighbor and friend, 
John Knox, a busy pulp writer, gave him pointers on writing and peddling stories. 
(Lee Server, 2002: 11)  
After Anderson hit the road of writing pulp fictions, he had created two books: 
Hungry Men and Thieves Like Us. The novel Thieves Like Us was a story about bank 
robbers, the kind of young people like Bonnie and Clyde (the most notorious crime 
couple in American history of the Great Depression), who had turned to crime 
because there seemed no other way to survive, and whose exploits made them folk 
heroes among the poor and dispossessed. The sort of sentiment Anderson had 
expressed in the novel is: “The difference between a bank president and a bank bandit 
is that the robbery of the banker is legal. The bandit has more guts”. (Ibid. 12) 
The story is realistic and that contributed for the firsthand details is what 
Anderson already knew about crime from his journalism. Furthermore, the writer 
himself turned to one of his cousin in Texas who was doing time for armed robbery 
and who generously shared the secrets of his unlawful experience. Anderson wrote a 
gang of bandits-Bowie, Chicamaw and T-Dub-roaming the Texas-Oklahoma byways, 
small-time criminals who dream of robbing enough for a small grubstake and money 
to pay for their burial. (Ibid. 12) 
Thieves Like Us is written in the third person; but Anderson had instinctive gifts 
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